ECO-friendly brick slips
Reducing our ecological footprint
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ECO-FRIENDLY BRICK SLIPS

ECO-friendly brick slips

For a beautiful and sustainable future
Like you, we want to make the world a better place: more beautiful, more
sustainable, more personal. To help achieve this, we not only develop
appealing products, but also respect the environment and the society in
which we live.

Respect for
nature is in
our DNA.

It is no coincidence that we are at the forefront of reducing
energy and material use. A good example is our latest
innovation. Our ECO-friendly brick slips are taking us one
step closer to a sustainable future.
They are not only very sustainable to produce, in combination
with the E-Board® wall insulation system they also meet the
high requirements for energy-efficient structures.
And as the icing on the cake, they also have little impact on
your budget. With ECO-friendly brick slips the future is bright in
every sense. We help you reduce your ecological footprint and
give outer walls or interiors personality.
Together we build greatness!
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CHARACTERISTICS

Brick slips as
ecological first choice
Brick slips are 2 cm thick slips of original facing bricks and
as such have the same characteristics as the facing bricks.
Moreover, they are lightweight and very easy to use in
combination with insulation systems such as E-Board®.

70% less
raw materials
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1kg of raw
materials
= 1kg of brick slips

waste-free
production process

50% less energy
consumption

Cladding façades with cut brick slips is a sustainable and
ecological alternative for the use of traditional brick. Using
the same number of bricks, it is possible to cover a larger
surface area. There is also more room for insulation. While
already a smart and lean building choice, it is possible to
be even more environmentally friendly.

reduced water
absorption,
prolonged aesthetics

Our unique ECO-friendly brick slips take efficiency one
step further than the current brick slips. Instead of being
cut from full bricks, they are formed in special moulds
and fired as slips. This results in even less wastage of raw
materials and energy. The new ECO-friendly brick slips are
a threefold win: ecologically, aesthetically and financially.

budget
friendly
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APPLICATIONS

Perfect for prefabrication

Greater energy savings

Prefabricated constructions? ECO-friendly
brick slips are a flexible and financially interesting
option as finishing material in any building system.

In combination with insulating exterior wall
systems such as E-Board®, ECO-friendly brick slips
can significantly reduce your energy consumption.

Enjoy even more
unique benefits

Discover a world
of new creative
possibilities
All types of bonds

ECO-friendly brick slips facilitate a new creative evolution
in façade and interior decoration. Whether you opt
for traditional or modern, the brick look is available in
more applications than ever before. Save on energy, the
environment and your budget, but not on creativity.

ECO-friendly brick slips fit any structure and
unleash your creativity. Difficult bonds no longer
pose a problem.

• Aesthetic finish with endless combinations
of colours and bonds. Vertical bonds are also
possible, without requiring extra work or
costs.
• Quick and cost-saving installation on
all walls. The brick slips are only 2 cm thick,
obviating the need for expensive masonry or
adjustment of the foundations.
• Flexible product with a wide range of
applications. A breathtakingly beautiful brick
look is always within reach, even with difficult
structures.

Bring nature inside
With its natural and warm look, brick is finding increasing
applications inside the home. With ECO-friendly brick slips,
cladding interior walls is as easy as it is affordable.

Personal touch

The wall is 8 cm thinner,
leaving more room for
insulation.

Difficult structures, ceiling cladding and corbelling:
personality knows no boundaries with ECO-friendly
brick slips.
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PRODUCT RANGE

Be inspired

A distinctive
format

ECO-friendly brick slips are available in
different structures and colours. In addition to
the characteristic, hand-moulded structure,
the range also includes the uniquely individual
pressed waterstruck brick.

The creative possibilities of the ECO-friendly
brick slips are endless. The standard formats
already give your exterior wall or interior a
unique look. The long ECO-friendly brick slips
add even more character.

An XL40 slip is 29 cm long and only 4 cm high. A slimline
format for a minimalist and refined architecture.
The visual effect of this long ECO-friendly brick slip is
reflected beautifully when glued. The open 3-5 mm joints
create subtle shadows that emphasise the horizontal play
of lines. But the XL40 is also a good option for brickwork
without header joints. In this bond, the bed joints of 1012 mm are retained, while the header joints are reduced by
almost abutting the brick slips.

ECO-friendly brick slips are available in 3 sizes:

• WF ± 210 x 20 x 50 mm
• BS
DF ± 215 x 20 x 65 mm
• XL40 ± 290 x 20 x 40 mm

20 mm

210 mm

20 mm

215 mm

20 mm
290 mm
40 mm

50 mm

WF

65 mm

BS
DF

XL40

The XL40 slips
give the wall
a neat and
refined look.

Corner slips
For a professional corner finish,
opt for the ECO-friendly corner
slips. Available in all 3 sizes.
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PRODUCT RANGE

A weathered look
The ECO-friendly brick slip is an ecological innovation with an old and
authentic look. It is this distinctive appearance that distinguishes our brick
slips from other materials. Our secret? Tumbling!

An individual
texture
As ECO-friendly brick slips are not the result
of curing, they are distinct from brick slips cut
from a facing brick. They are produced as slips.
But that is not all.

652 Torstein

The clay is pressed through the openings of the turntable
and is immediately formed in the format of the brick slip.
This also impacts the visible side of the slip: the waterstruck texture with its fine vertical grooves is typical of this
slip. Pure ceramics with sleek lines.
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The typical reclaimed effect is obtained by tumbling the
ECO-friendly brick slips. This technique gives the struck surface
of each brick slip its subtle, weathered look. This is not the
same as the irregular, rough texture of old bricks; the texture
of ECO-friendly brick slips is more even and smoother. But the
colour refers to authentic bricks, with soft white cement spots
refining the basic colour.

“

The reclaimed effect is obtained
by means of an inventive tumbling
process.

The ceramic quality of ECO-friendly brick slips is so high that
they can be tumbled without risk of damage. The fact that
they are so thin is not an obstacle. The tumbled versions are
a nice addition to the colour spectrum: Old Copenhagen, Old
Hamburg, Old Odense, Old Arhus, Old Roskilde and Old Rostock.
The reclaimed colours are also available in XL40 long format.
That even these long and thin brick slips are available as
tumbled versions is proof of the high firing quality of the
ECO-friendly brick slips.
A sleek waterstruck brick in long format with a weathered
look can be called fairly unique and inspires use in modern
architecture to give a quirky and authentic impression.

“

The waterstruck version is made in a special
press, the turntable press, with a view to using as
little raw material as possible. This technique offers
an effective solution to today's challenges in the
construction sector: dematerialisation, less energy
use and lower CO2 emissions.
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PRODUCT RANGE

Colours in abundance

A selection from the waterstruck product range

TOBIAS

MAGNUS

TORSTEIN

FREDERIK

FRODE

NIELS

KAJ

ULRIKE

OUD
KOPENHAGEN
OLD COPENHAGEN

OUD
ODENSE
OLD ODENSE

OLD
OUD ROSKILDE
ROSKILDE

AKSEL

As well as various colours from the wellknown hand-moulded range
HENDRIK

METTE

GRETTE

OLD
OUD ROSTOCK
ROSTOCK

NEO MAGNOLIA
KIERSTEN

KJELD

OLD
OUD ARHUS
ARHUS
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JESPER

FLEMISH
BAROK ANTIQUE

RED
TERRA ROOD

OLD
OUD HAMBURG
HAMBURG

MORVAN
JYTTE

GALA

The product range is subject
to constant development.
Discover the latest trends on
www.ecobrickslips.com
www.ecobrickslips.co.uk

EGOR
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FAMILY BUSINESS

AMBITIOUS in brick
It is no coincidence that Vandersanden is introducing the ECO-friendly
brick slip. In a little over 90 years, we have become the largest brick
producing family business in Europe. Innovation, honesty, trust and
respect are at the heart of that success. Our ambition is to create
sustainably, fired products that inspire the construction of beautiful
buildings, streets and gardens.

E-Board®: brick and insulation in a single
product
Vandersanden constantly responds to changing
needs in the construction market. E-Board®,
high-quality insulation board with brick slips, is a
comprehensive product for insulation and renovation
of homes, but also a practical solution for insulation
in new housing projects. Technology and aesthetics in
a single product!

Powerful pavers
Creating a patio or garden path. Paving a driveway.
Our collection of pavers no doubt offers you the fired
decorative paving that raises your project to a higher level.

Facing bricks

We produce bricks of
a natural beauty that
will only become more
attractive over the years.

In addition to fired pavers and brick slips, we annually
produce over 500,000,000 facing bricks in our nine
production locations in Belgium, the Netherlands
and Germany. With over 140 colours and numerous
formats, we offer creative solutions for every façade.

Signa®: creative façade patterns
An innovative and rapid brick wall cladding system?
WIth Signa® creativity knows no boundaries and the
unthinkable becomes possible. For more information,
go to www.signapanels.com.

Long-term customer relations
Building long-term and open relations with our customers. Discussing
how we can create the right look for projects. Together we build
greatness!
Go to www.vandersanden.com and make an appointment free of
obligations!
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Colors may vary slightly from reality. Subject to misprints, errors and technical modifications.

UK OFFICE
Suite 1 Unity House
9 Stocks Bridge Way
Compass Point Business Park
St. Ives, Cambridgeshire PE27 5JL
Tel.: 01954 268075
Fax: 01954 267398
sales@vandersanden.com
info@vandersanden.com
www.vandersanden.com

Vandersanden®, Signa®, E-Brick®, E-Board®, Zero® and EsolerenTM are registered
trademarks of Vandersanden Group. Use of these trademarks is prohibited unless
strictly authorized.

